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ACROSS
1. A reproducible invariant temperature in physics, e.g.
11. First name of a 2001 Nobel Peace Prize winner
15. Social media marketer
16. Similar (to)
17. Was polite, e.g.
18. "Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse" voice actor Schreiber
19. "Just a Song Before I Go" band, briefly
20. Short jacket
21. Adult film star Jameson
22. Cuckoos
24. "The Dirty Dozen" star
27. Became animated
29. Rulers after the fall of Constantinople
30. Tiny
31. One at a keyboard
33. 1986 World Cup winner: Abbr.
34. "California Dreamin" Mama
35. All set
38. 5/2(sa), for a pentagon
41. "Yep"
42. It\'s just not said
45. Fish for breakfast
46. Delta navigator?
48. Hot shot from long ago
50. Sore muscle application
53. Words to a traitor
54. Little bit of this, little bit of that
55. Short ladies of Seville?
57. Rocker Benjamin whose biography is called "Let\'s Go"
58. Masterful
59. Drinks with high ABVs
62. Crucial
63. Concerning over-the-ocean flying
64. River the Ponte Santa Trinita bridge spans
65. Places for some baby dolls

DOWN
1. Money-related
2. Pouty
3. Fios competitor
4. Time of legends
5. Word you\'ve seen before in a crossword?
6. Smacks, as with snowballs
7. Reliever\'s situation, say
8. "Possibly maybe"
9. Switch granddaddy, for short
10. Duke men\'s basketball star Jones
11. Krypton-born baby
12. Largest of the Ryukyu Islands
13. "Schindler\'s List" co-star
14. Descends upon
15. Somewhat safe harbor
17. Toyota sports car
18. Hunter\'s target
19. Grain fungus
20. Break the seal, so to speak
21. NPR member?
22. Actress Smulders of "The Avengers" series
23. "Gliding ___ All" (Whitman poem)
24. Be the best at
25. Sticking to the subject
26. Exceed in importance
28. Some powerful engines
29. Compact holders
30. Opening bid showing good distribution
31. Untested, for short
32. Vehicle that hopefully never crashes